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This document is a major revision of an earlier version of deliverable 8.4, produced in 
December 2007. This new version is divided into three parts.  
Part A contains heavily extended and revised material from the previous version of the 
deliverable, providing a high level description of PowerAqua and reporting on its current 
status.  
Part B describes the initial integration between PowerAqua and the OpenKnowledge 
architecture, providing details about the design, its implementation and the results 
obtained. Here we also outline a ‘smarter’ integration scenario, which is currently under 
construction.  
Finally, in Part C we describe the work we have conducted on the automatic 
identification of key concepts in an ontology, a key functionality to support the envisaged 
flexible and efficient integration of the Semantic Web testbeds with the OpenKnowledge 
Architecture.  
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PART A.  

PowerAqua: A Natural Language Front-End for Querying the 
Semantic Web. 

This part contains a description of PowerAqua, which significantly revises, extends, and 
updates the one provided in the Dec-07 version of this deliverable. 

1. Introduction 

PowerAqua is a multi-ontology-based Question Answering (QA) system designed to 
exploit large scale, heterogeneous semantic data. PowerAqua takes as input a question 
expressed in natural language and is able to return answers from relevant distributed 
resources.  Currently we support three back-ends for PowerAqua: answers can be drawn 
from PowerAqua-specific multi-ontology repositories; from the Semantic Web as a 
whole, through the Watson Semantic Web Gateway; or from a distributed P2P 
infrastructure, through the integration between Watson and the OpenKnowledge 
Architecture.  

In contrast with other existing natural language front ends, and unlike its predecessor, 
AquaLog [1], PowerAqua is not restricted to a single ontology and therefore provides the 
first comprehensive attempt at supporting open domain QA on the Semantic Web. 
PowerAqua is part of a new generation of Semantic Web tools which dynamically select, 
reuse and combine information drawn from multiple and heterogeneous ontologies 
[2][12]. In this document we provide a description of the challenges faced by such an 
open domain QA scenario as well as the solutions provided by PowerAqua and a 
description of the system. A demo of PowerAqua can be found at 
http://kmi.open.ac.uk/technologies/poweraqua.  

1.1 QA in open multi-ontology environments: Motivations and issues 

The emergence of a large scale Semantic Web has re-ignited interest in natural language 
front ends, which make it possible for users to formulate precise queries using their own 
terminology.  In particular, consistently with the crucial role played by ontologies in 
structuring semantic information on the Web, a new trend in the Question Answering 
(QA) area has emerged, ontology based QA, which directly exploits the power of 
ontologies during query analysis and translation (Aqualog [1], ORAKEL [3], GINO [4]). 
However, all these systems are essentially designed to support QA in corporate databases 
or semantic intranets, where a shared organizational ontology is typically used to 
annotate resources in an organizational intranet. Thus, all of these systems make use of a 
single ontology at a time. Moreover they require either the user to provide domain 
specific grammars (ORAKEL); or the use of guided user interfaces (GINO), which 
generate a dynamic grammar rule for every ontology element; or they ask the user for 
assistance every time an ambiguity arises (AquaLog). In a nutshell all of them require a 
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degree of customization and/or user co-operation, which makes sense in closed, single-
ontology domains, but is not feasible in the open domain of the Semantic Web. This is 
already characterized by thousands of ontologies and millions of documents and is 
expected to grow by at least another order of magnitude in the next 3-5 years.  

To address the aforementioned gap, we have developed a novel system, PowerAqua 
[5], which extends the capabilities provided by AquaLog, to support QA in the open 
domain of the Semantic Web. Specifically, PowerAqua takes as input a question 
expressed in natural language and returns all the answers to the question that can be found 
anywhere on the Semantic Web.  

In order to be able to use the available information on the Semantic Web, as 
highlighted in [5], several new challenges have to be solved, in order to interpret a query 
by means of different ontologies:   

• First of all, in a heterogeneous, open domain scenario it is not possible to determine 
in advance which ontologies will be relevant to a particular query. Hence it is 
crucial to have efficient and intelligent techniques for real time ontology selection 
and ranking.  

• Secondly, the user terminology has to be translated into several ontology-centric 
terminologies, as several ontologies may in principle provide alternative answers, 
or parts of a composite answer. Here, mapping and Word Sense Disambiguation 
techniques have to be applied to avoid potentially incoherent constructions (e.g., “a 
conference chair with four legs”) and ensure that the concepts that are shared by 
statements derived from different ontologies (e.g., “conference chair” and “chair”) 
have the same sense. The system has to deal not only with the heterogeneity 
introduced by the ontologies themselves but, in addition, it cannot assume that the 
relevant ontologies actually refer to the same domain.  In general, ontologies can 
have overlapping or disjoint domains and can use similar or completely different 
terminologies. 

• Finally, the answer to a query may require the integration of information from 
multiple sources. Among other things, this requires the ability to recognize that 
individuals drawn from different sources may actually refer to the same entity (co-
reference of instances). 

Hence, the major challenge in developing PowerAqua arises from the combined issues 
of heterogeneity and scale characterizing the Semantic Web, which require new, efficient 
solutions for ontology selection, mapping and for word sense disambiguation (WSD), 
which must be applicable to real time query answering.  

In sum, tools like PowerAqua require solutions that can tackle the heterogeneity and 
large scale characterizing the online available semantic data, while at the same time 
proving themselves suitable for use at run time. In [6] we presented some of the 
requirements that have to be addressed by such novel techniques and we described 
PowerMap, a knowledge-based matcher which, consistently with the ethos of the 
OpenKnowledge project, and unlike traditional mapping algorithms, is focused towards 
dealing with several, heterogeneous ontologies, which are not given a priori, but rather 
discovered dynamically, depending on the content of the user’s query. The novelty of 
PowerMap is that the mapping process is driven by the task that has to be performed, 
more concretely by the query that is asked by the user.  Indeed, this is novel in 
comparison with traditional approaches where mappings are established before an 
ontology is used for a specific task.  Furthermore, in contrast with traditional mapping 
approaches, PowerMap does not assume that the ontologies to be matched will be similar 
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in complexity or structure or cover similar domains; such similarity assumptions do not 
apply in our scenario (open QA on the Semantic Web). Hence, PowerMap is able to 
reason about ontologies, which may only have very few concepts in common and 
describe different domains. 

2. Overview and Architecture: An illustrative example.  

The overall architecture of PowerAqua is shown in Figure 1. Its Linguistic Component is 
invoked first; it analyzes a NL query, and translates it into a set of linguistic triples, called 
Query-Triples, by identifying associations that relate terms together. For instance, the 
query “who plays in the rock group nirvana?” is translated into the Query-Triple <person 
/ organization, plays, rock group nirvana>. This component is based on GATE 
(www.gate.ac.uk), and is essentially the same as the one included in AquaLog [1]. 

The Query-Triples produced by the Linguistic Component are passed on to PowerMap, 
which is responsible for identifying the semantic sources, which may answer the given 
query, and for producing initial element mappings between query terms and entities in 
these sources. PowerMap has already been presented in [6] and therefore here we only 
summarize the key aspects of its behavior, in the context of an illustrative example.  

 

 
Figure 1: PowerAqua components 

Initially, PowerMap’s Ontology Discovery sub-module identifies all semantic sources 
that are likely to describe entities in the Query-Triples. In this phase PowerMap 
maximizes recall in order to broaden the search space and bridge the gap between the 
terminology of the user and that of the various ontologies. This is achieved by searching 
for approximate as well as exact mappings. PowerMap uses both WordNet and the 
Semantic Web itself as sources of background knowledge to perform query expansion 
and to find lexically dissimilar matches – including synonyms, hypernyms and 
hyponyms. The output is a set of Entity Mapping Tables (EMTs), where each table 
associates each term in the Query-Triples with a set of entities found on the Semantic 
Web (Table 1). For instance, the fifth row in Table 1 shows a mapping between Person (a 
term in the given Query-Triple) and Musician (a class in the Music Ontology) discovered 
using the hyponymy relation between Person and Musician, suggested by another 
semantic source, the TAP Ontology (Table 1 also includes the mapping for “person” in 
TAP.). For the example query, PowerMap is able to find a large number of candidate 
mappings in several ontologies, even though only a few of them are presented in Table 1. 
The first row in Table 1 indicates that we were not able to find any mappings for any of 
the possible compound terms in the query. 

PowerMap uses the Watson Semantic Gateway (http://watson.kmi.open.ac.uk) as the 
entry point to the Semantic Web. Watson crawls, analyses, indexes and stores online 
Semantic Web documents and provides an efficient access point through its API. In 
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addition, PowerMap can also query its own repositories and offers the capability to index 
and add new online ontologies1. To this purpose PowerMap provides a plug-in 
specification mechanism that supports a common API to query ontologies residing on 
different repositories.  Currently plug-ins are available for Sesame (www.openrdf.org) 
and Watson, however is relatively easy to create plug-ins also for other semantic storage 
platforms. 

 
Rock group Nirvana, rock group, group nirvana: ø 
Nirvana Music ontology: Nirvana (as an instance of group);  TAP: MusicianNirvana (as a type of person);   

SWETO: Nirvana Meratnia (instance of researcher);  KIM: Eden (as a synonym);            
Spiritual stages ontology: Nirvana;  Magnatune: Passion of Nirvana (as an instance of “track”) 

Rock Music ontology: rock (as a type of genre);  SWETO: Michael_Rock, Sibyl Rock, etc … 
ATO ontology: rock (as a type of substance), Ayers_Rock (as a place);  film festival: rock_star 

Group Music ontology: group,  etc … 
Person  Music ontology: musicians (as a hyponym of person according to the TAP ontology),   

TAP: person;   KIM: person,  Magnatune: musicArtist (hyponym),  etc .. 
Play KIM ontology: sport (as synonym of “play”). 

Table 1. Partial view of the EMTs for <person/org, plays, rock group nirvana> 

Then, using the Semantic Validation component, PowerMap filters out the least 
promising mappings within an ontology, using a number of heuristics (equivalent 
mappings are preferred over hyper/hyponyms, redundant mappings within the same 
taxonomy are removed, etc). In addition, this component also attempts to generate 
WordNet synsets for all classes and individuals included in the EMTs – e.g., synsets 
would be generated for all the various entities listed in row 3 of the table, which are 
associated with the query term “rock”. In our example the system fails to find a valid 
synset for Nirvana, as the intended meaning cannot be found in WordNet. It does, 
however, produce valid synsets for “rock”, interpreted as a “music genre” in both the 
music and TAP ontologies, and as a “stone (material consisting of aggregate minerals)” in 
the ATO ontology.  While obviously only one of these interpretations is correct, at this 
stage the system is unable to disambiguate between the two. Nevertheless, other 
interpretations can already be ruled out at this stage. For instance, the association between 
the query term “rock” and class “stone”, interpreted as a measure of weight can be 
discarded, because there is no intersection between their synsets in WordNet (therefore 
such association does not appear in Table 1).  
 

<person / organization, play, Nirvana> 
SWETO <Nirvana Meratnia (equivalent), IS_A, person (equivalent)> 
Magnatune  <MusicArtist (hyponym), maker (ad-hoc), Passion of Nirvana (equivalent)> 
Music <Musician (hyponym), has_members (ad-hoc), Nirvana (equivalent)> 
TAP <Person (equivalent), hasMember (ad-hoc), MusicianNirvana (equivalent)> 

<rock, ?, nirvana>; <group, ?, nirvana> 
Music <Nirvana, has_genre, rock>; <nirvana, is-a, group> 

Table 2. The TMT for the actual triples in online ontologies that match the Query-Triples  

PowerAqua’s third step, the Triple Similarity Service (TSS), detailed in Section 3, 
takes as input the EMTs (augmented with their WordNet synsets, where possible) 

                                                        
1 PowerMap uses Lucene (lucene.apache.org) for the offline creation of the inverted indexes in order to 

provide efficient keyword searches to an ontology store in platforms such as Sesame. 
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returned by PowerMap and the Query-Triples, and returns a set of Triple Mapping Tables 
(TMTs), where each table defines a set of complete mappings between a Query-Triple 
and the appropriate Ontological Triples - see Table 2. 

Finally, the Merging and Ranking Component is used in order to generate the final 
answers from these ontological triples. For the sake of conciseness we will not provide 
here a detailed description of this component, which can be found in [13], but we will 
simply explain how merging and ranking is carried out in our example.  

Specifically, a set of answers is produced by merging the ontological triples obtained 
from the music and the TAP ontologies. The instances in which both ontologies agree 
(“Dave Grohl”, “Kurt Cobain”, “Chad Channing” and “Chris Novoselic”) are ranked 
higher. Then, the answer is augmented with additional instances from the music ontology 
(“Dan peters”, “Dave foster”, “Jason Everman”, “Pat Smear”, “Dale Crover”, and “Aaron 
Burckhard”, all former members of the band). The music ontology also produces 
additional “informative” mappings for the rest of the compound terms: <nirvana, has-
genre, rock> <nirvana, is-a, group>. The answers from the SWETO and magnatune 
ontologies are ranked last.  

3. The Triple Similarity Service (TSS) 

The TSS identifies those ontological triples (OTs) drawn from the Semantic Web that 
cover a user query and lead to an answer.  As such, the TSS makes a transition from the 
element level matches recorded in EMT’s (Query-Triple terms to ontology elements) to 
the triple level matches encoded in TMTs (entire Query-Triples to ontology triples).  We 
distinguish two major stages in this algorithm. 

The first stage is only required for queries that are split into more than one Query-
Triple (QT) and when there is ambiguity about how these triples inter-relate. A relevant 
example is the “Which projects are led by academics which are related to the semantic 
web?” query which is split into two QTs: <projects, led, academics> <?x, related, 
Semantic Web>. Given the linguistically ambiguous way in which the query is asked, it is 
not clear whether the term ?x refers to academics or projects. The TSS requires domain 
knowledge to solve the modifier attachment and perform such a disambiguation of the 
common term among triples. In order to analyze all possibilities within the relevant 
ontologies the second QT is modified to <projects/academics, related, Semantic Web>. If 
both query terms (projects and academics) produce valid OTs for the second QT the 
merging and ranking component will merge or rank among the different interpretations.  

The second stage of this algorithm performs its core functionality of transitioning from 
term level mappings (in the EMT) to triple level mappings (in the TMT). To avoid 
exploring an unfeasibly large space of possible matching solutions for a query, the 
algorithm has been optimized towards finding the most precise ontological translations. 
The design of the algorithm has been influenced by the following observations: 
1) An ontology with a higher coverage of a QT is likely to lead to a better result; 
2) If no OTs can be found for a QT containing a compound term, potentially relevant 

ontology triples could still be found for the individual elements of the compound. 
Therefore, by re-iterating TSS with triples formed after splitting the QT term it is 
possible to find OTs that could not be found by using the entire query term 
compound, but a result is obtained when considering the individual parts. 
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3) The subject (QT1) of a QT is less informative than its object (QT3), so splitting it will 
have less influence on the quality of the final ontology triples than splitting QT3. 

 
Figure 2: The TSS step by step 

The TSS contains four steps inspired by these observations and leading to decreasingly 
precise translations (but increasingly 
higher recall). The TSS executes the 
highest quality steps first and only uses 
inferior quality steps if no answer is found 
(see Figure 2). 

For each QT, in step S1, the TSS 
inspects all ontologies that contain 
mappings for at least two of the QT terms 
– lines 2-6. The RSS component 
(explained below) is called in order to find 
the concrete triples within an ontology 
corresponding to this QT. If any of these 
triples leads to an answer, it is recorded in 
the TMT. After all such ontologies have 
been inspected, if at least one answer has 
been derived, then the algorithm stops. 

Otherwise, in step S2, the algorithm 
tries to increase recall by splitting the least 
informative QT term (QT1) and calling the 
RSS for the resulting triples. At the end of 
this phase, if an answer has been obtained 
then the algorithm stops, otherwise it 
continues.  

In the next step, S3, recall is improved 
by inspecting ontologies that cover the 

most informative term, QT3. In this case, the RSS is only called for this term (and for 
QT2, if it has mappings) and returns all triples in the ontology that match this term. 
Finally, if none of the above strategies leads to an answer, we resort to splitting QT3, 
(Step S4) which is the most informative QT term, and calling the TSS for the resulting 
triples. 

The Relation Similarity Service (RSS) is core to the TSS. The RSS inspects an 
ontology and identifies the OTs that are appropriate translations for the given QT, from 
which an answer can potentially be inferred. It preferentially uses exact mappings to 
obtain the OTs; otherwise equivalent mappings and synonyms are selected, leaving the 
use of hypernyms and hyponyms as the last choice. To construct the OTs, the matching 
and joining of triples is controlled by the domain and range information of the relation. In 
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those cases where the relation is unknown or implicit (like in “find me cities in USA”), 
the problem becomes one of finding “ad hoc” or “IS A” relations that link the two terms, 
e.g.: <city, attribute_country, USA>. If such relations are not found, then the system 
looks for indirect relations through one mediating concept, e.g. <city, isCityOf, state> 
<state, isStateOf, USA>.  

Table 3 contains a few examples of TSS outputs. For instance, query Q2 is answered in 
step S2. In this case the corresponding QT is <russian rivers, flow, Black Sea>. While 
there exists a mapping for “Russian Rivers” in an ontology about restaurants in Texas, no 
valid ontological triples were produced in step S1. Therefore, the algorithm reiterates 
again by splitting the compound query term, and consequently modifying the QTs into: 
<Russian/rivers, flow, black sea> <Russian, ?, rivers>. The RSS analyzes the ontology 
relationships to disambiguate which part of the compound “Russian” or “Rivers” (or 
both) links to “flow into the black sea” in order to create valid OTs. 

In the case of query Q3, there are several ontologies with mappings for both 
“disorders” and “hair loss”, but containing no links between these entities. Therefore 
steps S1 and S2 fail to derive an answer. In step S3, the TSS inspects all ontologies that 
contain at least one mapping for “hair loss” (QT3). One such ontology is the human-
diseases ontology that contains the term “alopecia” (a medical term for “hair loss”) and 
produces a set of potential answers (hyperthyroidism, stress, iron deficiency, etc.).  

 
Q2:Which Russian rivers flow into the Black Sea?:  <rivers/russian,  flow into, black sea>  /  <russian,  rivers> 
RussiaB <river, flow-to, Black_Sea>  /  <river, has_major_river, country> <country, has_political_fact, russian> 
Q3:What disorders produce hair loss?: <disorders, produce, hair loss> 
biomedical <hyperthyroidism, hasSymptom, Alopecia_1> , <stress, hasSymptom, Alopecia_1>, etc  

Table  3:  Examples of ontological translation for different queries (TMTs) 

4. Current status of PowerAqua 

The current version of PowerAqua has been formally evaluated with very satisfactory 
results – 60% of the queries posed to PowerAqua were answered correctly.  A 
forthcoming OpenKnowledge deliverable, D8.5 Evaluation of Semantic Web 
Applications, will provide more details about this evaluation, as well as data about the 
effectiveness of the integration between PowerAqua and the OpenKnowledge 
architecture. 

These promising results prove that it is feasible to answer questions with not just one 
but many ontologies selected on the fly in a reasonable time, despite the major issues that 
hamper the system, especially the sparseness of the information currently available on the 
Semantic Web. Indeed we believe that the performance and the accuracy of the system 
are likely to improve, with the growth of the Semantic Web. As more and more 
information becomes available on the Semantic Web, it will become possible for 
PowerAqua to focus primarily on precision rather than recall, thus leading in principle to 
better accuracy and faster performance. 

We are also experimenting with the integration of PowerAqua with standard search 
engines (such as Yahoo and Google), by using the results from PowerAqua queries to 
automatically trigger contextualized searches in these search engines. The preliminary 
results have been very promising (in particular, the answers retrieved from PowerAqua 
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appear to improve the quality of the results returned by the search engines) and we expect 
to have a working prototype of the integrated capability within the next few months. 



PART B.  

Integrating Watson-based Semantic Web Applications with the Open 
Knowledge Architecture 

This part describes the initial integration between PowerAqua (and in general, Watson-
based applications) and the OpenKnowledge Architecture.  
It is important to note that because a common integration process applies to both 
PowerAqua and PowerMagpie, some sections in  this document overlap with the 
corresponding ones in Deliverable D8.2.  These parts have been duplicated in both 
deliverables to ensure that these remain self-contained and can be read independently of 
one another.  

5. Integrating Watson-based Semantic Web Applications in the Open 
Knowledge Architecture 

5.1 Motivation 

By integrating the OpenKnowledge Architecture with Watson we obtain a decentralized 
system that can be exploited by every Semantic Web application that relies on Watson, 
such as PowerAqua and PowerMagpie. In such a scenario both the ontology discovery 
process and the queries to the ontologies are performed on the OpenKnowledge 
distributed infrastructure. 

 
Figure 3. PowerMagpie and PowerAqua exploiting the Watson Centralized Server 

Watson is a centralized server that acts as a gateway for the Semantic Web. Its purpose 
is to greatly simplify the task of writing applications that exploit Semantic Web data, 
especially in scenarios where it is not appropriate to pre-select such data from specific 
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sources, but we wish to locate them dynamically, in response to application needs. In 
particular, in the OpenKnowledge context we have two Semantic Web applications, 
PowerAqua and PowerMagpie, which access the Semantic Web through Watson. 

However, being a centralized server, Watson has some limitations. First of all, using 
just one server, scalability issues may eventually arise, due to the continuous growth of 
the Semantic Web. Secondly, and more importantly, external entities that publish 
ontologies using Watson necessarily lose control over the use of these ontologies, which 
become publicly available —exactly as it happens with standard search engines.  

The OpenKnowledge architecture provides an interesting opportunity to address these 
issues. In particular, the integration of Watson with the OpenKnowledge architecture 
allows us to explore Cautious Knowledge Sharing scenarios, where ontology providers 
publish ontologies online through proprietary Watson peers, thus retaining control over 
what is published, what is advertised (which can be a small subset of the knowledge 
stored on a particular peer), and what is delivered to client applications.  

5.2 Integration components: WatsonPeer and WatsonApplication 

We have considered several scenarios for the integration between Watson and the 
OpenKnowledge Kernel. Each scenario is based on two basic components: one or more 
WatsonPeers and a WatsonApplication. These two components implement the classic 
producer (WatsonPeer) and consumer (WatsonApplication) architecture. 

 

Figure 4. PowerMagpie and PowerAqua using the Watson-OpenKnowledge integration 

A WatsonPeer is an OpenKnowledge peer, which runs a complete Watson system, but 
with significantly less data than the centralized Watson. A WatsonPeer is published as an 
OKC (OpenKnowledge Component) and provides the full API available for the 
centralized Watson. Moreover, being an OpenKnowledge Peer, a WatsonPeer “exports” 
the Watson API to the OpenKnowledge Network. 

A WatsonApplication is a generic OpenKnowledge component that can be used by 
Semantic Web applications outside the network to access the distributed Watson. A 
WatsonApplication implements a distributed Watson API. However, while it functionally 
provides the API to a Semantic Web application, in reality it does not actually implement 
it. Instead, it just accepts the function call and forwards it to the available WatsonPeers, 
who effectively provide the answers. The task of WatsonApplication is then to collect the 
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replies provided by multiple peers and to “pack” them in just one reply that is sent back to 
the caller application (the Semantic Web application).  

As a result, from the point of view of a Semantic Web Application, such as PowerAqua 
or PowerMagpie, there is no difference in using the centralized version of Watson or the 
OpenKnowledge-Enhanced version. An illustration of PowerMagpie and PowerAqua 
using the Watson-OpenKnowledge integration can be found in Figure 4.  

In order to distribute the ontologies contained in Watson on different peers we created 
a program called peerGenerator. The input of the program is a set of ontologies to be 
parsed and indexed. The output of the peerGenerator is a WatsonPeer, which contains the 
specified knowledge. 

 
Figure 5. GUI of PowerAqua integrated with the OpenKnowledge architecture 

5.3 Integration Scenario 1: Vanilla integration 

Our first integration scenario realizes a decentralized version of Watson using the 
OpenKnowledge architecture. From the point of view of a Semantic Web application, to 
execute a Watson API from the centralized version of Watson or from the Watson-
OpenKnowledge integration is exactly the same thing.  In fact, the WatsonApplication 
component hides the whole integration to the application. When a Semantic Web 
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application calls a Watson API using the WatsonApplication component, the function call 
is broadcasted to all the WatsonPeers in the network. Then the WatsonApplication peer 
collects all the replies and sends them back to the Semantic Web application. 

More specifically, the integration between the WatsonPeer and the WatsonApplication 
is composed of the following steps: 

1) The interaction is started when the Semantic Web application needs to access 
the Watson API. Each function of the Watson API, provided by the 
WatsonApplication peer, implies the start of an interaction between the 
WatsonApplication and a WatsonPeer. 

2) As the interaction starts, the WatsonApplication peer retrieves a list of the 
available WatsonPeers currently connected to the network. 

3) The WatsonApplication peer switches to a forwarder role, sending the requested 
function call to every WatsonPeer found in the list. 

4) The WatsonApplication peer switches to a receiver role, waiting for a reply 
from each WatsonPeer. When the last reply is received, the WatsonApplication 
compacts all the replies in order to create a single reply with all the contents 
provided by each WatsonPeer. The receiver role implements a fault tolerant 
mechanism, which exploits a timeout to force the end of the interaction in case 
one or more WatsonPeer do not reply. 

5) The result of the function call is passed back to the Semantic Web application. 

The front end of the OpenKnowledge-PowerAqua integration is shown in Figure 5. 

5.4 The Vanilla LCC Interaction Model 

The LCC Interaction Model presented in Table 4 defines the interaction between the 
WatsonPeer and the WatsonApplication. 

 
// Watson interaction 

r( watsonApplication, initial )  

r( forwarder, auxiliary, 1) 

r( receiver, auxiliary, 1) 

r( watsonPeer, necessary, 1,100) 

 

a( watsonApplication, A ) :: 

 null <- getRole(R) and getPeers(R, L) and printPeers(L) and \ 

                                          getOperationToExecute(X) 

 then 

 a( forwarder(L, X), A) 

 then  

 null <- getEmptySCArray(Rs) and getTime(TimeWaited) and     \ 

                                                     size(L,NrRem) 

 then 

 a(receiver( TimeWaited, Rs, RFs, NrRem), A) 

 then 

 null <- finalResults(RFs) 
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a( forwarder(L, X), A) :: 

 null <- L = []  

 or ( 

  ask(X) => a (watsonPeer, P) <- L = [P|Tail] 

  then  

  a( forwarder(Tail, X), A) 

 ) 

 

a(receiver(TimeW,Rs,RFs,NrRem),A):: 

 null <- equalZero(NrRem)  and unify(Rs,RFs)   

 or ( 

  tell(Y) <= a(watsonPeer,P) 

  then 

  null <- appendValues(Rs, Y, RsNew) and dec(NrRem,NNrRem) 

     then 

     a(receiver(TimeW,RsNew,RFs,NNrRem),A) 

    ) 

 or 

 null <- timeExpired(TimeW) and unify(Rs,RFs) 

 or ( 

  null <- waitOneSecond(TimeW, NewTime) 

  then 

  a( receiver(NewTime, Rs, RFs, NrRem), A) 

    ) 

  a( watsonPeer, P ) :: 

 ask(X)  <= a( forwarder, A ) then 

 tell(Y) => a( receiver, A ) <- execute(X, Y) 

Table 4. LCC Interaction Model between Watsonapplication and WatsonPeer 

In the following we provide a brief description of the Interaction Model.  
The WatsonApplication interaction is composed of a main role, watsonApplication and 

the auxiliary roles forwarder and receiver. The watsonApplication role is used to start the 
whole interaction, dynamically selecting the WatsonPeers that will be contacted. The 
forwarder role then broadcasts to all the selected WatsonPeers the function call to 
execute. It then switches to the receiver role, waiting for the replies. The receiver role 
implements a failure tolerant behaviour, using a timeout mechanism. If one or more 
WatsonPeers do not reply due to crashes or network failures, the WatsonApplication will 
(after an appropriate timeout) terminate the interaction, returning to the application the 
partial results obtained. 

The watsonPeer role, implemented by the WatsonPeer, is a simple ask/tell protocol. 
The behavior of the WatsonPeer consists of receiving the operation to execute and 
sending back the results. 

5.5 Discussion 

In our initial integration, PowerAqua exploits the WatsonApplication peer to access 
information from a set of WatsonPeers. The WatsonApplication peer provides the entire 
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Watson API to any Semantic Web application, broadcasting the selected function call to 
any WatsonPeer in the network.  

To test the first integration we set up three different scenarios with 1, 4 and 8 
WatsonPeers containing ontologies about wines and food. Then we run PowerAqua with 
a list of natural language questions. We run each query three times, taking as final result 
the average elapsed time. We conducted our tests on a Macbook Pro laptop (2.33 GHz 
Intel Core 2 Duo, 3 GB RAM) running Java version 1.6. The results are presented in 
Table 5.  

We did a first set of experiments using the version of the OpenKnowledge Kernel 
available at the time, which is labeled “OK Kernel V1” in Table 5. As shown in row 1 of 
the table, this version proved too slow, requiring more than 14 minutes to process basic 
queries, such as “Show me wines”. In order to handle this query, PowerAqua issues 24 
different function calls to the Watson API —and of course the number of calls would be 
significantly higher with more complex queries, as it depends on the number of relevant 
mappings and ontologies. Specifically, the total time needed to reply to the query using 
just one WatsonPeer was 846 seconds, with an average of 35 seconds needed to provide a 
reply for each function call. As a result, a new version of the kernel was quickly 
developed, identified in Table 5 by the label “OK Kernel V2”, which addressed the issues 
that were affecting the performance of OK peers —in particular the efficient launch of 
many simultaneous interactions. As shown in Table 5, this new version proved much 
faster than the earlier one, answering the same query in 47 seconds, with an average 
elapsed time of 1.9 seconds for each interaction. 
As we continued to test with this version of the kernel, however, we discovered another 
issue while running long sequences of interactions. The kernel worked properly for the 
first 30-40 interactions, but after that it was unable to start the next interaction. This issue 
prevented us from testing the integration with multiple WatsonPeers. The same problem 
also prevented PowerAqua from replying to slightly more complex questions, such as 
“Which wines are sweet?” and “Find me red wines”. In order to answer these questions, 
PowerAqua needs to access the Watson API more than 70 times.  
 

Experiment 
setup Query Total time Average time for each 

interaction 
OK Kernel V1, 
1 WatsonPeer 

“Show me wines” 846 s 35.2 s 

OK Kernel V2, 
1 WatsonPeer 

“Show me wines” 47.1 s 1.9s 

Table 5: Results obtained with the first Vanilla integration 

While this issue will be addressed in the next version of the kernel, as a result of the 
intensive discussions between users and developers of the OK kernel, a new interaction 
model was devised, which uses only one recursive interaction instead of a series of 
consecutive interactions. Following this idea, we modified the LCC protocol, as 
illustrated in Table 6. 
 

// Recursive Watson interaction 

r( application, initial )  
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r( recursiveTask, auxiliary, 1) 

r( forwarder, auxiliary, 1) 

r( receiver, auxiliary, 1) 

r( watsonPeer, necessary, 1,100) 

a( application, A ) :: 

 null <- getRole(R) and getPeers(R, L) 

 then 

 a( recursiveTask(L), A) 

 

a( recursiveTask(L), A) :: 

 null <- printPeers(L) and getOperationToExecute(X) 

 then 

 a( forwarder(L, X), A) 

 then  

 null <- getEmptySCArray(Rs) and getTime(TimeWaited) and 
size(L,NrRem) 

 then 

 a(receiver( TimeWaited, Rs, RFs, NrRem), A) 

 then 

 null <- finalResults(RFs) 

 then 

 a( recursiveTask(L), A) 

 

a( forwarder(L, X), A) :: 

 null <- L = []  

 or ( 

  ask(X) => a (watsonPeer, P) <- L = [P|Tail] 

  then 

  a( forwarder(Tail, X), A) ) 

 

a(receiver(TimeW,Rs,RFs,NrRem),A):: 

 null <- equalZero(NrRem)  and unify(Rs,RFs)   

 or ( ( 

   tell(Y) <= a(watsonPeer,P) 

   then 

   null <- appendValues(Rs, Y, RsNew) and dec(NrRem,NNrRem) 

      then 

      a(receiver(TimeW,RsNew,RFs,NNrRem),A) ) 

  or ( 

   null <- timeExpired(TimeW) and unify(Rs,RFs) 

   or ( 

    null <- waitOneSecond(TimeW, NewTime) 

    then 

    a( receiver(NewTime, Rs, RFs, NrRem), A) 

   ) )  ) 

  

a( watsonPeer, P ) :: 
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 ask(X)  <= a( forwarder, A ) then 

 tell(Y) => a( receiver, A ) <- execute(X, Y) 

 then 

 a( watsonPeer, P) 

 
Table 6: Recursive LCC Interaction Model 

We conducted another set of experiments using this new interaction model, whose results 
are shown in Table 7. 

Table 7: Results obtained with the modified integration (recursive interaction) 

The results obtained for the same queries tried before —e.g., “Show me wines” with only 
1 peer, show yet another improvement in performance. Moreover, the kernel is now able 
to deal with multiple sources, even if we had to limit the tests to just 2 and 4 peers for 
lack of time.  
However, as shown in Table 7, the total time for each interaction when using more than 
one peer is still high. However, this issue appears to be simply a consequence of a known 
bug in the kernel, which will be fixed with the next version.  In particular, the 
WatsonApplication peer does not always receive all the answers if multiple peers are 
present. In this case the WatsonApplication peer waits for a default timeout of 10 seconds 
before returning the partially collected data to PowerAqua. Lowering the value of this 
timeout will certainly improve the performances in these cases.  

It is important to keep in mind that these are preliminary results. A comprehensive 
evaluation of both the Watson-based PowerAqua and the OpenKnowledge-based one, 
exploiting multiple peers, will be presented in a forthcoming deliverable of the 
OpenKnowledge project, D8.5 Evaluation of Semantic Web Applications.  

5.6 Details of the demo 

A demo of the initial integration between Watson and the OpenKnowledge Architecture 
is available at the web address: http://kmi-web07.open.ac.uk:8081/okpa. For this demo 
we set up a WatsonPeer with two ontologies. The first one is the same wine ontology 

Experiment setup Query Total time 
Average time for 
each loop in the 

interaction 

1 WatsonPeer “Show me 
wines” 38 s 1.3 s 

2 WatsonPeers “Show me 
wines” 61 s 1.4 s 

4 WatsonPeers “Show me 
wines” 155 s 2.2 s 

1 WatsonPeer “Find me red 
wines 65 s 1.0 s 

1 WatsonPeer “Which wines 
are sweet?” 135 s 0.9 s 
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used in the previous examples. The second ontology contains basic concepts of 
geography. In addition to the queries previously introduced, we successfully tested 
queries such as: 

• Show me cities in Europe 
• Which rivers flow in to the black sea? 
• Find me rivers in Russia 

Readers interested in testing the demo should bear in mind that, while the current 
system is reasonably stable, keeping an interaction running for a long period of time 
inside the Tomcat server can generate memory problems. For this reason, the 
OpenKnowledge PowerAqua integration is provided with the functionality to restart the 
OpenKnowledge architecture. This can be achieved directly from the Web interface, 
clicking on the “Restart OpenKnowledge” link. It should also be noted that PowerAqua 
may take several seconds to reply to queries. Clicking on the link “Open OK Log” will 
open a new window showing the actual progress. 

6. Next Steps 

To further improve the performance of the integration between OpenKnowledge and 
PowerAqua, we are currently working on a second, “smarter” integration scenario. In this 
scenario we will focus on the case in which the WatsonApplication component knows in 
advance which WatsonPeer is able to reply meaningfully to a specific query. For 
example, consider the case in which the network is composed of 3 WatsonPeers with 
knowledge about different domains, such as a medical domain, computers, and car 
models. In this specific example, forwarding the function call searchWatsonWithKeyword 
(“alfa_romeo”) to the WatsonPeers associated to the medical and the computer domain is 
useless, because they will return an empty reply.  

Starting from these simple considerations, we plan to enhance the WatsonApplication 
peer, by developing a mechanism that automatically selects the WatsonPeers to contact, 
based on the specific query the WatsonApplication must send. To realize this second 
scenario we plan to provide each WatsonPeer with a set of keywords describing the 
specific ontologies they contain. This set of keywords will identify the key concepts of the 
ontologies contained in the associated WatsonPeer. To select relevant WatsonPeers for a 
given query we will use an algorithm that will match (by means of the matching 
mechanisms used in PowerAqua) the keywords present in the query with the key concepts 
associated with the WatsonPeers. 

This scenario is also related to the idea of ‘cautious knowledge sharing’ mentioned 
earlier. In particular, key concepts provide a mechanism by which ontology providers can 
advertise an ontology in the most effective way, while at the same time minimizing the 
information, which is published about the ontology. 

In order to advertise the key concepts we can proceed in two ways: 

1) Using the Discovery Service (DS). Using the DS, each OpenKnowledge peer 
can advertise itself with a small amount of keywords (the default is 20 
keywords). These keywords can then be used to search the network for 
WatsonPeers containing the wanted knowledge (i.e., search for WatsonPeers 
which contains information about “cars”). While this approach fits perfectly in 
the OpenKnowledge philosophy, we will have to test if the system is able to 
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handle a potentially much higher number of keywords. In fact, if we want to 
partition the Knowledge Base of Watson in 50 or 100 WatsonPeers, each one 
will contain hundreds of ontologies. If we identify 20 key concepts for each 
ontology, then we will need to advertise around 20000 concepts for each 
WatsonPeer.  

2) The same goal can be achieved using an OpenKnowledge Component (OKC) 
that stores key concepts of the ontologies contained in the WatsonPeers, which 
we call DescriptionRepository. In this way each WatsonPeer that joins the 
network will send the set of keywords identifying its key concepts to the 
DescriptionRepository. The WatsonApplication peer can then query the 
DescriptionRepository peer to retrieve the WatsonPeers associated to a specific 
keyword. This second approach is less dependent of the OpenKnowledge 
Kernel and could support a high number of key concepts.  

 
Considering this second scenario, however, the crucial problem is to find an automatic 

method to select automatically the key concepts of an ontology.  Our research regarding 
this open problem is described in part C of this deliverable. 
 



PART C.  

Identifying key concepts in an ontology, through the integration of 
cognitive principles with statistical and topological measures 

In this part we describe our work on detecting key concepts in an ontology. This work 
will form the basis for the second integration scenario. 

7. Our Approach 

Our objective is to create a tool that, given an ontology and an integer n, extracts the n 
concepts, which can be considered as ‘best descriptors’ of the ontology: the key concepts. 
Obviously there is no formal definition of what is a key concept and, especially if we take 
a task-independent stance, it is unlikely that such a formal definition can be produced. For 
this reason, our work is empirically grounded and specifically our goal is to define a 
method able to generate results that match as closely as possible those produced by 
human experts. Support for such empirical stance is given by some initial evidence in the 
literature, indicating that some degree of convergence exists when multiple experts are 
asked to identify the ‘important’ concepts in an ontology [16]. 

Consistently with the stated empirical grounding of our work, we consider both criteria 
drawn from cognitive science as well as others based on the topological structure of the 
ontology.  Specifically, in the initial version of our approach we used both the notion of 
natural categories [17], which aims to identify concepts that are information-rich in a 
psycho-linguistic sense, and the notion of density, which highlights concepts which are 
information-rich in an ontological sense. In addition we also used a coverage criterion, to 
ensure that no important part of the ontology is ignored in the resulting selection. In what 
follows we define these criteria more precisely and present the first implementation of 
these ideas.  

7.1 Natural Categories 

Let’s consider as an example the AKT Reference Ontology (AKT-RO)2, which has been 
extensively analysed in a number of applications —e.g., see [15].  This ontology has been 
defined primarily to characterise computer science departments in academia, and would 
be briefly summarized by his main author by stating that it provides concepts to describe 
projects, categories of staff and students, organizations, events (in particular, academic 
events), technologies, publications, etc.  Now, if we also look at the analysis presented in 
[15], we can see that it indicates that, out of about 70K queries which had been posted to 
the AKT-RO, all but twelve focused on only four classes: Technology, Organization, 
Research-Area and Person. An interesting feature that links these four classes to the 
informal summary of the AKT-RO given above is that both selections of concepts appear 

                                                        
2  http://www.aktors.org/publications/ontology/ 
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to be pitched at a level of abstraction akin to what Eleanor Rosch termed natural 
categories [17]. Specifically, in her seminal work, Rosch showed that people characterise 
the world primarily in terms of basic objects, such as chair or car, rather than more 
abstract concepts, such as furniture or vehicle, or more specific ones, such as sportscar or 
kitchen chair. Hence, an initial hypothesis underlying our approach was that this notion of 
natural categories could be useful as a way to identify good descriptors of an ontology.  

 
Figure 6. Basic levels of nodes in a taxonomy – measures are not normalised. 

Unfortunately, to our knowledge there is no available repository of natural categories 
and for this reason we had to approximate this notion by devising mechanisms which 
operationalize it for our scenario.  Specifically we have devised two measures and a 
procedure to identify concepts that may play the role of ‘natural categories’ in ontologies.  

Name simplicity: The name simplicity NS(C) ∈ [0..1] of a concept C is used to 
favour concepts that are labelled with simple names (having no, or only a few 
compounds). The rationale for this criterion is that natural categories normally 
have relatively simple labels, such as chair or dog. In other words, they are 
unlikely to be compound terms. Accordingly, the name simplicity of a concept 
is 1 if its label is made of only one word. It decreases following the number of 
compounds in the label, in accordance with the following formula: NS(C) = 1 - 
c(nc-1), nc being the number of compounds in the label and c a constant —in 
our experiments, we use c = 0.3. For example, the name simplicity of the 
concept Artist is 1, while the one of the concept MusicalArtist is 0.7. 
Basic level: The Basic Level BL(C) of a concept C is a measure between 0 and 
1, which indicates how ‘central’ C is in the taxonomy of the ontology. It is 
computed by checking, for each branch of the ontology containing C, how many 
times it is in the middle of a path from the root to a leaf of the branch (see 
Figure 6) and then normalising the value.  
Procedure: There are two steps needed to decide the set of concepts 
corresponding to natural categories in the given ontology. First, the basic level 
and name simplicity are used to generate a set of candidate concepts, by 
choosing the ones for which wBL*BL(C) + wNS*NS(C) is greater than a given 
threshold Tnc —in our experiments, we used Tnc = 0.5, wBL= 0.8, wNS = 0.2. Then, 
this set of candidates is filtered, by giving priority to the concepts which are 
neither roots or leaves of the branch, and also by assuming that only one natural 
category exists on a given branch of the hierarchy. If a branch contains more 
than one candidate concept, the one which maximizes wBL*BL(C) + wNS*NS(C) 
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is chosen. The output is a set of concepts, NC(O), which are considered as 
corresponding to natural categories in the context of the ontology O.  

As shown by the above definitions, while natural categories in Rosch have a universal 
connotation, our operationalization takes into account the design of the ontology and 
therefore somewhat contextualises this notion with respect to the granularity of the 
ontology. 

7.2 Topology-based criteria: density and coverage 

While natural categories provide a criterion to decide what type of concepts ought to be 
part of an ontology summary, such a criterion is not sufficient on its own as a basis for an 
algorithm. We also need structuring criteria, which take into account the overall 
organization of the ontology. These criteria are meant to ensure that the chosen concepts 
embed enough information and that no important part of the ontology is left out in the 
‘summary’. To this purpose we also use two criteria defined on the basis of the structure 
of an ontology, density and coverage.  

7.2.1 Density 
The density(C) ∈ [0..1] of a concept C is a measure of how richly described the concept 
is in the ontology and is computed on the basis of its number of direct sub-concepts, 
properties and instances. When computing the overall density of a concept, we use two 
sub-measures, global and local density. The former measures density in relation to the 
entire ontology, the latter only considers the neighbourhood of a concept. 

The global density, globalDensity(C) ∈ [0..1], of a concept C is computed by a simple, 
weighted aggregation on the number of direct sub-concepts, properties and instances of 
C:  

 
In our experiments, we used wS = 0.8, wP = 0.1, wI = 0.1. 
The local density, localDensity(C) ∈ [0..1], of a concept C refers to a density value 

which is relative to those of surrounding concepts. The rationale for this measure is that, 
even within the same ontology, the richness of the description of concepts can vary. 
Therefore, while some areas of an ontology may contain many dense concepts, which will 
all be picked-up by the global density, some other areas may only contain shallow 
concepts. For instance, the ‘triangle’ concept in Figure 7 is locally dense, but has a low 
global density. The local density favours the densest concept in a local area, for being 
potentially the most important for this particular part of the ontology. It is computed 
using the formula below, where the nearest concepts are the sub- and super-concepts 
reachable through a path of maximum length 2 in the hierarchy: 

 
Finally, the overall density is computed by combining the local and global densities, 

each of these sub-measures being associated with a particular weight:  

 
In our experiments, we used wG = 0.2, wL = 0.8. 
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Figure 7. Example of locally dense concept. 

7.2.2 Coverage 
The coverage criterion states that the set of key concepts identified by the algorithm 
should maximise the coverage of the ontology with respect to its is-a hierarchy. More 
precisely, if C = {C1,…..Cn} is the set of concepts returned by the algorithm and Di is a 
concept in the ontology, there should be a Ck ∈ C such that either Di ⊆ Ck or Ck ⊆ Di 

holds. The rationale for this criterion is that not only we want the right type of concepts to 
be returned by our method, but also the right spread of concepts must be achieved, to 
provide the best possible illustration of the ontology.  

Let Covered(C) be the set of concepts covered by a concept C, i.e., Covered(C) = C ∪ 
allSubClasses(C) ∪ allSuperClasses(C). We define Coverage(S) as the measure of the 
level of coverage of a set of concepts S in a given ontology. Specifically, 
Coverage({C1,…,Cn}) is computed using the following formula (with |O| being the size 
of the ontology O in number of concepts): 

 
Another useful measure related to coverage indicates how balanced a set of concepts is, 

i.e., the degree to which each concept contributes to the overall coverage of the set. This 
measure, called Balance(S), where S is a set of concepts, is equal to the standard 
deviation of the elements in S, computed with respect to the cardinality of Covered(Ck), 
for each Ck ∈ S. 

The algorithm presented in the next section requires a procedure able to complete a set 
of concepts according to coverage. That is, considering a set S of concepts of size m<n, 
we want to complete this set with additional concepts such that the resulting set is of size 
n, while maximizing coverage. This is realized by first computing the set S’ of all the 
concepts not covered by S, and then generating all the possible sets, with cardinality equal 
to n, obtained by merging S with concepts in S’.  

7.3 Key Concepts Extraction: First Version 

Our algorithm takes as input an ontology, O and an integer n, with n ≤ |O|, and returns as 
output n concepts in O, which best summarize it. Below we describe the algorithm in 
detail:  
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1. Using the procedure described in Section 2.1, compute the set NC(O) of natural 
categories in O. 

2. If the size m of NC(O) is  

1. equal to n, then return NC(O) and stop. 
2. greater than n, then generate the set CandidateSets of all the possible subsets of 

NC(O) of size n.  
3. smaller than n, then generate the set CandidateSets of all the completed sets of 

concepts from NC(O), according to the procedure described in Section 2.2.2  
3. Select the set of key concepts to return in CandidateSets by applying successively 

the following criteria, until only one candidate set is left: 

Restrict CandidateSets to the sets of concepts S that maximise Coverage(S) 
Restrict CandidateSets to the sets of concepts S that minimize Balance(S) 
Restrict CandidateSets to the sets of concepts S that maximise the average of 

wBL*BL(Ok) + wNS*NS(Ok), where Ok ∈  S 
Restrict CandidateSets to the sets of concepts S that maximise the average of 

density(Ok), where Ok ∈  S 
Randomly chose one set S in CandidateSets and return it. 

Essentially, this algorithm returns a set of size n of concepts from O, which is 
computed by selecting concepts that appear to be ‘natural categories’, then taking into 
account how this set of concepts covers the ontology, and finally using the density of the 
concepts to discriminate between possible alternatives. 

7.4 Evaluation of the first version of the method 

In order to evaluate the level of similarity between the output produced by our method 
and human experts, we performed an evaluation using four different ontologies: 
biosphere3, music4, financial5, aktors portal6. 

We asked eight people with good experience in ontology engineering to select up to 20 
concepts they considered the most representative for summarizing the contents of the 
ontologies. We also told them that if possible they should try and achieve a good 
coverage of the various parts of the ontology, rather than simply selecting all concepts 
from one particular branch in a taxonomy and ignore the others. In other words, we 
explained to them that achieving a good coverage was a desirable feature, but of course 
we did not give any formal guidance on how to apply this criterion, nor we mentioned the 
other criteria used by our approach. 

Table 8 shows the concepts that were chosen by at least 50% of the experts, while 
Table 9 measures the level of agreement on the concepts shown in Table 8. Hence, the 
tables show that a consensus emerged on a number of concepts in each ontology and for 
these concepts the level of agreement among experts was good, with a mean value of 
74.68%. Indeed, it is important to emphasise that the ontologies used in our study are 
significantly larger than those used in [16], hence our experiments show that not just in 

                                                        
3 http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/ontology/biosphere.owl 
4 http://pingthesemanticweb.com/ontology/mo/musicontology.rdfs 
5 http://www.larflast.bas.bg/ontology 
6 http://www.aktors.org/ontology/portal 
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small ontologies but also in medium sized ones, a degree of consensus emerges for a 
number of concepts.  

 

Ontology Number of 
concepts in O 

Concepts shared by the experts 

biosphere 87 Animal, Bird, Fungi, Insect, Mammal, 
MarineAnimal, Microbiota, Plant, Reptile, 
Vegetation 

music 91 Event, Genre, Instrument, Medium, MusicArtist, 
MusicGroup, MusicalExpression, Record, Sound 

financial 188 Bank, Bond, Broker, Capital, Contract, Dealer, 
Financial_Market, Order, Stock 

aktors portal 247 Computing-Technology, Geopolitical-Entity, 
Event, Organization, Person, Publication, 
Publication-Reference, Software-Technology 

Table 8.  The concepts shared by more than half of the experts. 

 
Ontology Mean agreement 

among experts 

biosphere 73.75% 

music 76,39% 

financial 75% 

aktors portal 73,61% 

Table 9.  Average proportion of the concepts in Table 8 picked by each expert. 

Unfortunately the results for our method were disappointing. As shown in Table 10, 
our method only exhibits an average 42.56% level of agreement with the experts, much 
lower than the measure of inter-expert agreement shown above.  
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Ontology Common choices between the testers and the 
algorithm 

% 

biosphere Animal, MarineAnimal, Plant 30 

music Event, Genre, Instrument, 
MusicalExpression 

44,44 

financial Broker, Dealer, Order 33,33 

aktors portal Computing-Technology, Event, 
Organization, Person, Publication-Reference 

62,5 

Table 10.  Correlation between the first version of our method and the experts. 

8. Revised Approach 

8.1 What went wrong? How experts select key concepts 

The analysis of the results we obtained from the experts shows that while people may 
employ the three criteria used by our algorithm, their application is different from the way 
the algorithm combines them. Our subjects did not apply coverage as strictly as our 
algorithm and moreover they seemed to use density ahead of natural categories. In 
addition, our approximation of the notion of natural category, with its emphasis on 
centrality and name simplicity, did not work well. Many concepts which are not natural 
categories may have a very simple label and, given that different ontologies have 
different degrees of structure and depth, centrality turned out not to be crucial, especially 
when it did not correlate with density. In other words, we did not find any evidence that 
contextualizing the notion of natural categories to the granularity of a specific ontology 
correlates with expert choices. Let’s clarify this point with an example. Figure 8 shows 
some of the subclasses of the class Animal in the biosphere ontology. These have all very 
simple labels and have no children. However, several experts selected Bird and Insect as 
key concepts, even though none of the criteria we use is able to select them ahead of their 
siblings: they are neither dense nor central and their labels is not lexically simpler than 
any of the other subclasses of Animal.  
To deal with these cases we introduced a new criterion, called popularity, to try and 
identify concepts that are particularly common, such as Bird and Insect. The advantage of 
this approach is that it allows us both to pick many natural categories and also to identify 
best exemplars of a concept, in those cases in which we are not dealing with natural 
categories. Operationally, we measure the popularity of a concept, C, as the number of 
results returned by querying Google with the name of C as keyword. Compound names 
are transformed to a sequence of lower case keywords separated by a space. For instance, 
Marine-Animal, MarineAnimal, marineAnimal, marine_animal are all transformed in 
“marine animal”.  
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Figure 8.  Subclasses of class Animal in the biosphere ontology. 

As in the previous version, our second algorithm takes as input an ontology, O, and an 
integer n, with n ≤O, and returns as output n classes in O, which best summarize it. 
Below we describe the algorithm in detail:  

1. For each class in O we compute its density and popularity. 

2. Let R1 be the set of classes in O having a density value greater than 0.5.  

3. If R1≥ n, then R = R1. Go to step 7. 

4. If R1< n, we generate two sets: P, which includes the n most popular classes and 
D, which includes the n densest classes in {O    R1}. Let R2 be {P ∩ D} and R3 be 
{R1 ∪ R2}. 

5. If R3≥ n, then R = R3. Go to step 7. 

6. If R3< n, then we add to R3 the n - R3 most popular categories in {O    R3}. 
Let R = R3. 

7. If R= n, then return R. 

8.  If R> n, let Sub1 be the set of all subsets of R of cardinality n and Sub2 the set of 
sets in Sub1,{S1…..Sj}, which maximise Coverage(Sk). If Sub2 = 1, then we return 
the only coverage in Sub2.  

9. Otherwise, let Sub3 be the set of all subsets of Sub2, {S1…..Sj}, which minimise 
Balance(Sk). If Sub3 = 1, then we return the only coverage in Sub3.  

10. Otherwise, let Sub4 be the set of all coverages in Sub3, with the highest average 
density value. If Sub4 = 1, then we return the only coverage in Sub4. 

11. Otherwise, let Sub5 be the set of all coverages in Sub4, with the highest number of 
elements (i.e., classes) which have a popularity value greater than 0.5. If Sub5 = 
1, then we return the only coverage in Sub5. Otherwise we return a random element 
in Sub5. 

8.2 Evaluation of the second version of the method 

The tests performed with the second version of the algorithm produced much better 
results than the previous version.  In particular, as shown in table 11, the average measure 
of agreement between our algorithm and the human experts was 63.61%. While this is 
still not as good as the measure of inter-expert agreement, it is reasonably close to it. 
Moreover, if we take a close look at the experts’ choice of concepts in the various 
ontologies we notice some idiosyncrasies. For instance, more or less all experts appeared 
to ignore the branch in the aktors portal ontology under class Intangible-Thing. Because 
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our algorithm attempts to maximise coverage, it does not ignore any branch and therefore 
the overall level of agreement for this ontology was only 50%.  If we do not consider the 
branch under Intangible-Thing, then we achieve a 62.50% agreement for this ontology, in 
line with the results achieved for the other ontologies.  

 

Ontology Algorithm choices % matches 
with testers’ 

choices 

biosphere Animal, Bird, Coral, Crop, Crown, Dairy, Human, 
Insect, Leaf, Livestock, MarineAnimal, 
MicrobiotaTaxonomy, Moss, Mushroom, Plant, 
Poultry, Sponge, Vegetation 

60 

music Event, TimeLine, TimeLineMap, Cd, CorporateBody, 
Genre, Instrument, Medium, MusicalExpression, 
MusicalManifestation, MusicalWork, Performance, 
Record, Show, Signal, Item, Work, Agent, Group, 
Person 

66.67 

financial Bond, Capital, Contract, Contract_Agent, Cost, 
Dealer, Demander, Financial_Market, Floor_Broker, 
Option_Contract, Order, Organization, Payment, 
Price, Security, Specialist, Stock, Supplier, 
Transaction, Value 

77.78 

aktors portal Academic-Staff-Member, Composite-Publication, 
Country, Event, Higher-Educational-Organization-
Employee, Implemented-System, Information-
Bearing-Object, Information-Transfer-Event, 
Intangible-Thing, Integer, Local-District, Month, 
Municipal-Unit, Organization, Organization-Unit, 
Publication, Software-Technology, Student, 
University, Working-Person 

50 

Table 11. Correlation between the second version of our method and the experts. Concepts 
in italic in the second column are the ones also picked by more than half of the 
experts. 

9. Final version of the algorithm 

The results obtained with the second version of the algorithm are better than the ones 
obtained with the first version: we can observe an increase of 20% on the level of 
agreement with the experts. Although this is a good improvement, the algorithm results 
are still far from the level of agreement among experts (74.68%). 

Trying to improve again the algorithm, we developed a new version, the third, based 
on a simplified and more parametrizable combination of all the criteria previously 
introduced: density, popularity, natural category and, finally, coverage. 
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9.1 New Definitions 

In order to understand the new version of the algorithm, we need to introduce some new 
concepts and formulas. First of all, we want to give a new and more complicated formula 
to compute the local density. The rationale behind this new formula is to harmonize the 
distributions of the global density and local density so that they can be more easily 
integrated. Note that here globalDensity returns a real value normalized from 0 to 1. 

 
The function nearestk(C) returns the class C and the sub- and super-concepts of C 

reachable through a path of maximum length k in the hierarchy.  In our experiments we 
used k = 2, ratioD = 0.1 and wGDL = 0.5. 

In the same way, extending the popularity criterion, we want to take into consideration 
both the notions of global and local popularity, computed in a similar way as the global 
and local density, as we can see in the following formulas. 

 
As in the previous formulas, the function nearestk(C) returns C and the sub- and super-

concepts of C reachable through a path of maximum length k in the hierarchy, while the 
function hits(C) returns the number of hits that we obtain querying Google with the name 
of C as keyword.  In our experiments we used k = 1, ratioP = 0.1 and wGPL = 0.5. 

The new version of the algorithm is base on the calculation, for each class C of an 
ontology O, of the local and global density, local and global popularity and the natural 
category value (NCValue, which is the normalized value of wBL*BL(C) + wNS*NS(C), as 
described in Section 2.1), and on there aggregation in a new value, called criteria, 
corresponding to a weighted sum of all the above criteria, as we can see in the following 
formulas. 

 
In our experiments wLD = 0.32, wGD = 0.08, wLP = 0.1, wGP = 0.2, wBL = 0.66, wNS = 0.33. 
Apart from that, we extended the coverage criterium with a new value called 

contribution. It shows what is the actual contribution of a class Ci to the coverage of a set 
of classes {C1,…, Ci, …, Cn,} in O by counting the classes of O covered only by Ci in this 
set. This value is computed as follows. 
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Now, taking into consideration this value, the best coverage set {C1,…, Cn } we can 

obtain has Coverage({C1,…,Cn}) = 1 and the same contribution value for each class. 

9.2 The third and final version 

As in the first and in the second version, our third algorithm takes as input an ontology O 
and an integer n, with n ≤O, and returns as output n classes in O, which best 
summarize it. In our experiments n = 20. 

Below we describe the algorithm in detail:  

1. For each class C in O we compute its global and local density, global and local 
popularity and the natural category value. 

2. For each class C in O we compute criteria(C), as described in Section 5.1. 

3. Taking into consideration a number k ≤ n (in our experiments k = 15), let S be the set 
of k classes in O with the best criteria(C) and let T be the set of n-k classes in {O    
S} with the best criteria(C). If T is empty, we return S and we stop. 

4. Otherwise, we compute the average a considering all the normalized [0,1] 
composed(Ci,{C1,…, C|S∪T|}) and the average c considering all the 
contribution(Ci,{C1,…, C|S∪T|}), where Ch ∈ {S ∪ T} and composed((Ci,{C1,…, 
C|S∪T|})) is defined as follows. 

 
In our experiments wCO = 0.6 and wCR = 0.4. 

5. Let W be the class in T with the worst composed(W) and let R be the set {{S ∪ T}  
  W}. If there is a class B in {O    {S ∪ T}} such that the average a’ of all the 
composed(C), C ∈ {R ∪ B}, is > a and such that the average c’ of all the 
contribution(C), C ∈ {R ∪ B}, is ≥ c, we switch W with B in {S ∪ T} and we go to 
point 4. Otherwise we return {S ∪ T}. 

9.3 Test and results 

The test performed with the third version of the algorithm produced much better results 
than the second version. In particular, as shown in table 12, the average measure of 
agreement between our algorithm and the human experts is now 72.08%, only 1.5 points 
lesser than the inter-expert agreement (74.68%). 
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Ontology Algorithm choices % matches 
with testers’ 

choices 

biosphere Animal, Bacteria, Bird, Crown, Fish, Fungi, 
FungyTaxonomy, Human, Litter, LivingThing, 
Mammal, MarineAnimal, MarinePlant, Microbiota, 
MicrobiotaTaxonomy, Mold, Mushroom, Plant, 
Vegetation, Yeast 

80 

music Agent, CorporateBody, Document, Event, 
Expression, Genre, Group, Instrument, Item, 
Medium, MusicalExpression, MusicalManifestation, 
MusicalWork, OriginMap, Person, Record, Show, 
Signal, TimeLine, Work 

66.67 

financial Agent, Bond, Capital, Card, Cost, Dealer, 
Financial_Asset, Financial_Instrument, 
Financial_Market, Money, Order, Organization, 
Payment, Price, Quality, Security, Stock, Supplier, 
Transaction, Value 

66.67 

aktors portal Educational-Organization-Unit, Employee, Event, 
Information-Bearing-Object, Intangible-Thing, 
Integer, Legal-Agent, Location, Message, Month, 
Number, Organization, Person, Publication, 
Publication-Reference, Set, Software-Technology,  
Technology, University, Working-Person 

75 

Table 12.  Correlation between the third version of our method and the experts. Concepts in 
italic in the second column are the ones also picked by more than half of the 
experts. 

10. Related Work 

As already mentioned, a few papers have addressed the topic of ontology summarization.  
In particular, in [16] the authors describe a family of algorithms to select the salient RDF 
sentences from a RDF graph. These algorithms work primarily on the basis of the 
topological structure of the graph. The paper shows that while there is a relatively low 
correlation between experts at the sentence level, there is a much better degree of 
agreement with respect to vocabulary overlap. In addition, they also show that the results 
produced by their method exhibit a good degree of correlation with the experts. However, 
the ontologies used in their case studies are much smaller than the ones used here, so 
those results are potentially less significant than those presented here, even though no 
firm conclusion can be stated without trying out both approaches on a common 
benchmark.  The work described in [15] proposes a method for winnowing an ontology – 
i.e., reducing the size of an ontology to facilitate its reuse. Hence, in this work the focus is 
on a different type of summarization, which aims to make the ontology more easily 
reusable, rather than facilitating ontology understanding in a context in which the user 
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wishes to quickly get a snapshot of what an ontology is about. The same consideration 
applies to work on ontology customization [18], which provides mechanisms to enable 
particular views over an ontology.  While this work can be seen as a particular kind of 
ontology summarization, it differs from our work both with respect to the output of these 
techniques (a particular cut over an ontology) and also because it expects the user to 
specify which part of an ontology she is interested in.  

Finally, the work on AKTiveRank [19] does not tackle ontology summarization but 
focuses instead on providing a mechanism for ranking ontologies in response to a user 
query. However, this work has some aspects in common with the approach presented in 
this paper, because like our method, AktiveRank also uses density and a measure of node 
centrality, to determine which concepts (and therefore which associated ontologies) best 
cover a user query. 

11. Discussion 

While the generation of automatic methods, able to extract ontology summaries in a way 
which correlates with human experts, is an interesting research issue in itself, the work 
described here also provides a potentially useful basis for a number of novel contributions 
to ontology engineering and semantic web research. We have already mentioned the role 
of this work in the new integration scenario in OpenKnowledge, where we can use key 
concepts to advertise an ontology without publishing too much information about it.  
However, there are also other application contexts in which this work can be applied.  
For example we aim to use this work to facilitate the process of ontology understanding 
for users of the Watson ontology search engine and the Watson Plug-in. In particular, by 
providing quick snapshots of an ontology as part of the results returned by Watson, we 
hypothesise that it will be easier for users to quickly home in on the ontology most 
relevant to her needs. We also plan to use this work as the basis for a novel visualization 
algorithm, to both complement and address the weaknesses of the traditional taxonomic-
centric support for navigating ontologies, which is provided by current ontology 
engineering editors. As discussed in [20], classic hierarchical views of ontologies are not 
very helpful for supporting tasks related to understanding the general structure of an 
ontology. In particular, as shown by the experiments carried out here, the concepts that 
experts select to describe an ontology tend to be on different branches of the hierarchy at 
various levels of depth. Hence, they cannot be easily identified with standard top-down 
taxonomy browsers. To address this issue, we plan to build a novel visualization 
algorithm which uses the key concepts identified by our method as starting points for 
navigating an ontology. The hypothesis here is that this middle-out form of navigation 
may nicely complement classic top-down hierarchy expansion and address the issues 
associated with purely hierarchical views.  

Initial presentations of this work to a number of audiences have also elicited interesting 
suggestions for applying the work described here to a number of other ontology-centric 
scenarios. In particular, colleagues have suggested the use of our summarization 
technique in scenarios where an ontology is used to support automatic data classification, 
but it is too expensive to try and classify large quantities of data against a large number of 
classes. In such scenarios, our method could be used to identify the most useful concepts 
in an ontology, so that these can be tried first. Similar ideas have been suggested by 
colleagues working on ontology matching and evolution, where the ability to prioritize 
which concepts the system ought to focus on could also be useful. Analogously, key 
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concept selection could also be used as the basis for a new family of ontology 
modularization algorithms.  

12. Conclusions 

In this part of the deliverable we have introduced a user-independent approach to 
identifying automatically the key concepts in an ontology. The approach integrates both 
topological measures, such as density (both global and local) and coverage, as well as 
statistical lexical measures (popularity) and cognitive criteria (natural categories). The 
approach has been validated empirically, by showing that the revised version of our 
implementation shows an excellent degree of correlation with human experts. However, 
we should stress that these results, although promising, are still preliminary. A more 
extensive evaluation study will be needed, to determine more conclusively both the extent 
to which experts are able to agree on what are the best concepts to describe an ontology 
and also the extent to which this approach can emulate expert concept selection.  In the 
next few months we plan to carry out such an extensive evaluation study.  
In addition to using this method to support cautious knowledge sharing scenarios in 
OpenKnowledge, we also intend to apply these ideas in other projects, to support a 
number of ontology engineering tasks, e.g., to explore new approaches to ontology 
visualization and navigation, ontology evolution, and ontology modularization. Finally, 
we also plan to make our system available as a resource for the ontology engineering and 
semantic web communities, by exposing it as a web application.   
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